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DVDs are the optical disks that are used to carry large data files. The data are stored on the
physical sectors of the disks in digital format. These disks are used widely to carry high definition
movies, documentaries and other videos. DVDs contain digital video data in the VOB format. These
disks are considered to be the best potable and distributable media for the videos. You can find your
favorite movies on in the DVDs that are available in the local markets. On the internet, these DVDs
are also available as the image files like ISO that are made against complete disks. These physical
disks can easily be played by the DVD player to enjoy your movies on the large screen LCDs. All
the contents that are stored on the plastic disks are on risk of being lost because of the uncertainty
that is always with these disks. These disks are breakable and scratch able and on playing again
and again these disks get damaged and data that is available on these disks get inaccessibility. In
order to avoid such disastrous situations, you are required to take a backup of all these DVDs that
contain valuable videos.

Today, when our hard disks are capable of accommodating hundred of the gigabytes we can easily
manage these videos on the hard disks. This can be done via ripping the DVD videos on the
computerâ€™s hard disks. If you are a Mac user,  you can use any of the DVD ripping tools for this
purpose. You may also want to extract the videos from the hard disks to play on the Mac device
(computer) via using your favorite default media player application that is Quick Time media player.
For this purpose, you are also required to rip DVD to your computer hard disks, but only ripping or
extracting of the contents is not sufficient for playing these videos on the Macâ€™s default media player
format. This is because of the unsupported format that is VOB video format. This video format is not
supported and played on the Mac operating system. An appropriate solution is the conversion of the
videos to a playable format. MOV is a default video container format for playing videos on the Mac
operating systemâ€™s default media player, QuickTime media player. MOV is a video container format
that is supported by the QuickTime and other media player applications for the Mac operating
system.

The extracting of the videos and conversion of the extracted contents can be done via using  DVD
ripper and video convertor applications. There are numbers of the video convertor tools that are
capable of extracting the videos from the DVDs. You can choose the most appropriate application
from these tools to accomplish your task. You need to be careful in choosing the most appropriate
and suitable application. Mac the Ripper is the most appropriate and effective choice for this
purpose, it is a featured and fully automated application for DVD to MOV conversion.
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